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THE ART OF A #SELFIE
Originally Published on Social Apparition June 4, 2013

Down shot, overly yellow lighting, bathroom, don’t look into the lens, shoot a #selfie. Spend-
ing anytime online, on social media you have either seen or created a selfie on a daily basis. 
They are extremely prevalent and often frowned upon; memes are made of them and they 
end up on fail blogs. Though the internet can be less than fond of this hashtag; is the selfie 
changing or adding to the art of the selfportrait or portraiture in general? 

So the idea of the selfportrait is pretty simple: a portrait of oneself done by oneself*. A more 
lengthy description is: a representation of an artist, drawn, painted, photographed, or sculpt-
ed by the artist**. Really quite uncomplicated, it is something that anyone who has taken an 
art class or has a degree in art has had to produce multiple times. There are some people rely 
on the selfportrait as a primary art form; Cindy Sherman, Matthew Barney, Rembrandt even. 
It is a hotly contested art form in general; it is hard for a selfportrait to come off as unpreten-
tious and not selfserving. 

Sometimes they can however be revered as the only way to see who the artist truly is, self-
portraits can often speak volumes about the person behind the paint. The intention is often 
to do just that, to show the viewer something about you. The selfie is no different; its intent 
is pretty pure; “this is what I want to show you about me”. “Look at my new haircut! See how 
much I like Doctor Who; I have a Cyberman shirt. I look awesome shirtless”. It may be a bit 
more shallow than some selfportraits that you are used to seeing in galleries but it could be 
argued that it is a lot more stripped down. The selfie is often produced by a cell phone cam-
era, allowing you some but very little editing capabilities. You have far more control with a 
pencil and paper to what the final product will look like. Like previously mentioned if you ever 
took any sort of art class you probably had to create a selfportrait of some kind. There is often 
one thing you don’t really consider to be a necessary material in creating art that is needed 
for a selfportrait, the mirror. It is something that endlessly pops up in selfies for it is frequently 
through a mirror you see the subject of the selfie. Using the mirror also allows people to see 
more of the person then flipping around the camera, a little less traditional than the ordinary 
selfportrait which typically focus on the face. 

Often a selfie is produced to show off clothing, body or injuries. It is still of “self” and could 
even be considered a little avantgarde. “These clothes say more about me then my face can, 
they say who I am”. The mirror is an important part of the selfie even when it is not in frame; 
it allows the “artist” to create their desired framing. That is another important distinction 
that can argue for the selfie being an art form. The fact that the person who is producing it 
is concerned with framing, background, etc. means that there are considerations made to 
creating that “perfect” portrait. There are a lot of recurring themes in selfies as well, besides 
just mirrors, that also speak to the fact that there are unwritten rules to what makes a selfie 
and what doesn’t. There is the very popular to have a downshot, that have the viewer looking 
up into the lens and create a false sense of body shape. Also common are just body shots 
that barely feature the face, often just the chin and or lips. There is the increasingly prevalent 
“I was caught sleeping” or “Someone just surprised me”, the assumption is that they didn’t
take the photo but more often than not they had. 

The greater purpose of the selfie however seems to be to gain compliments and support 
from friends as to how great they look or their outfit is. This is where it often differs from the 
artistically produced selfportrait.This is where it often differs from the artistically produced 
selfportrait. However is there such a thing as a good selfie and a bad selfie? 
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Though while its resolve is to gain respect and admiration it often falls subject to critique like 
any other art form creating a sense of what is good and what is bad. It is determined that 
more often than not the bad are male selfies and the good are female selfies. Women also 
take more selfies than, but then again women are more dominant in social media then men 
overall. The term is growing and its acceptance as an art form is being discussed openly in 
greater artistic forums, i.e. MOMA. In 2013 artist Patrick Specchio and the Museum of Mod-
ern Art presented an exhibit called Art in Translation: Selfie, The 20/20 Experience, in which 
viewers use a provided digital camera to take photographs of themselves in a large mirror**. 
Now there is also the pervasiveness of taking unattractive selfies creating commentary on 
the narcissism and oversexed nature of a traditional selfie. There is a very popular sub Reddit 
called pretty girls ugly faces that is a great example of this new PGUF selfie theme. Every 
changing the #selfie is changing the way we see ourselves and others. It is also undoubtedly 
changing what we consider to be a selfportrait in this heavily internet influenced universe.

*Merriam Webster
** Wikipedia

A Lesson in Morals – The Brass Teapot
Orignially Published on NerdvanaWebcast.com (Edited by Lillith D.) in September 2013

I have gone Juno Temple crazy recently. Don’t get me wrong I think for most she is an ac-
quired taste, or rather the films she chooses to be in are not for some people. Juno really 
loves to do new queer media films and odd little indie flicks. This film, The Brass Teapot, is 
the second of the two. The film is directed by Ramaa Mosley but the screenplay was written 
by Tim Macy, who wrote the short story of the same name. I find that I really enjoy films that 
directly involve the writer in the screenplay creation process. Films that do bring on the origi-
nal writer are neater, cleaner, miss fewer important plot points and character building mo-
ments. Released in 2012 the reception of the film fell short, only receiving a 26% on Rotten 
Tomatoes; critics said the film had plenty of short comings the ”movie’s best bits lose out to 
the requisite moral turnaround” and others said it was comically light and slapsticky. Now not 
to harp on the people who get paid to review these things but I think the problem is people 
are going into this film with a pretty strong bias.

This film is formulaic in its structure, it is essentially a “Genie” story. The brass teapot passed 
down through the ages has fallen into the hands of many seemingly good and totally bad 
people. It’s magic is one that is tied to the well being of others; if the person who possesses 
the teapot is harmed or people around them are harmed in generates cash money. It whis-
pers to that part of you that revels in curiosity and pushing limits. The lead characters John 
(Michael Angarano) and Alice (Juno Temple) have fallen into hard times. Dealing with being 
well educated they are learning that their bachelors degrees hold no weight in the current 
job market. Stumbling upon this teapot in a small town Antique shop, Alice is quickly drawn 
to it and ends up stealing it from the little old lady that runs the shop. Learning quickly that 
physically harm around her new little trinket causes it to pay out in cash she goes to town on 
herself.

The story hits some interesting peaks that I didn’t really expect it to. The nature of the pot 
slowly evolves and others getting physically hurt start to generate more cash than the people 
getting hurt that posses it. This creates an interesting turn of events in the story, Alice and 
John learn that if they really want that big pay day the pretty much have to murder someone.
Previous to this realization they learn that emotional pain pays out better than physical pain 
because it has a longer period of hurt. They start telling each other painful, dark secrets and 
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also share people’s secrets with their significant others. This culminates in one of the story’s 
strongest points, Alice goes to share a harmful secret with her sister’s family and in their warm 
and happy home she is unable to go through with it. She instead tells them that she is jealous 
of their strength and ability to be happy. There is some quiet moral lesson to revel in here, 
happiness is not money. After this point John and Alice really start to have what good is left in 
them compromised. Learning that if a teapot is given to someone of their own will its powers 
a null and void John tries to convince Alice that doing this is in their best interest. Alice how-
ever feels that if they just murder two really terrible people, a rapist and/or a child molester, 
they can get a pay out and feel good about it. John has a strong feeling that two wrongs 
don’t make a right and he really tries to go out of his way to convince her. 

This is where the story starts to feel rushed and unfinished for me. Now while I don’t agree 
with the fact that ending it the way they did totally ruins the entire film. I do think it is its 
largest shortcoming. In many ways the shoot out in the end feels like it could have gone 
differently. I do like that Alice and John did remain somewhat good in the fact that they did 
not commit any hard crimes/murders. I actually didn’t mind that they got their payout while 
trying to fix the situation and do right. What I didn’t like is the characters in the shoot out, the 
sleazy landlord I get, but the sons of the antique shop owner all of a sudden wanting the tea-
pot when before they just wanted the cash it generated. That is where it lost me a bit; it felt 
forced to go from one kind of greed to another with a drop of the hat. I don’t think having the 
ending which is about leaving the teapot at sea is wrong. It is a “Genie” flick and that is what 
happens… what I am not completely for is how we got to that point.

In short The Brass Teapot has its moments, really strong and creative little moments. Juno 
Temple and Micheal Angarano do make this film very likable in an odd way. I think the tones 
that film were shot in make it a really strong showing of this directors capabilities. Her use of 
light and framing really make this movie progress in a very steady pace. All in all if you like 
indie flicks or films that deal in magical realism The Brass Teapot should be on your Netflix 
queue.

Ballard Consignment - About the Store 
Published on All E-Commerce Links 

We are a new store in the heart of Ballard off of Leary Ave NW. We specialize in Vintage and 
New Furniture in pristine condition as well as offering smaller décor pieces and clothing. The 
styles and periods of items that we carry vary from Mid Century Modern, to Contemporary, 
to Art Deco, to Queen Anne Style and many more. With 8500 square feet of goods and often 
rotating wares we have something for everyone. Look for the barn red building right before 
you hit Market Street, you can’t miss us! 

Ballard Consignment - Burlwood Dresser Description 
Published on Craigslist and on their Website 

In great condition this burlwood modern dresser has wonderful clean lines and no hardware 
to impact its visual simplicity. Gorgeous mid century modern styling in this genus of wood is 
very popular; this piece is expected to go fast. 


